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Thermal exfoliating body mud 

Fango esfoliante corpo termale 

250 ml tube. The volcanic clay and the thermal water of Ischia Thermae give rise to this Thermal Mud that produces extremely beneficial effects
for the skin of the body. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Base price with tax 38,00 €

Sales price 38,00 €

Discount 

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerIschia Thermae 

Description 

Its formulation rich in natural substances with moisturizing and emollient action and a large content of Vulcan Clay, whose eudermic and
specifically targeted toxin absorption properties are universally known, allows a dual use of the product: as exfolianting, to help to remove
impurities and superficial dead cells, promote the natural process of skin exfoliation and cell replacement; and as a Dermopurifying Mask and at
the same time hydrating and normalizing for the skin of the body. In both cases, the product predisposes an optimal skin absorption to
subsequent treatments. It leaves the skin surface perfectly smooth and elastic, remarkably bright and silically soft. It is suitable for all skin types,
even the most delicate and sensitive.

APPLICATION AS EXFOLIATING One or two times a week, apply mud on the skin, still damp, and massage over the body for about a
minute. For a more effective result, use a natural fiber glove. Rinse thoroughly under the shower or dive into the bath water. Continue with the
usual body treatment cream of Ischia Thermae.

APPLICATION AS A BODY MASK
Distribute evenly the mud on dry, dry skin. Cover with a film and wool blanket and hold for 15/20 minutes. Rinse thoroughly and continue with
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the usual body treatment cream of Ischia Thermae

 

Reviews

Monday, 12 October 2020 

Ottimo esfoliante corpo naturale e originale delle terme di Ischia

Ilaria 
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